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ABSTRACT
Lionfish (Pterois volitans and Pterois miles) are one of the most successful marine invaders
of all time and pose a threat to native species that inhabit coral reefs, as well as overall reef
health. Current management efforts in the invaded Atlantic region revolve around spearfishing to
remove lionfish, often limited to 30 m depth. There is evidence that lionfish may seek refuge
from fishing pressure in deeper habitat and replenish shallow sites, undermining this
management strategy. To investigate the ecological implications of deep lionfish, size,
reproductive capability, and diet were examined across a depth gradient for lionfish in the
Florida Keys. It was found that size weakly increased with increasing depth and that shallow
lionfish had higher reproductive potential. Sex ratios were female-biased in shallow sites.
Lionfish are eating a range of teleosts and decapod species, including those of economic
importance, and deeper lionfish are eating at a higher trophic level than shallow fish. These
results were used to inform the parameters of a bioenergetic-based growth model for lionfish in
the Gulf of Mexico. Prey energy density was modified to account for deeper (>30 m) lionfish’s
increased consumption of teleost prey compared to shallow counterparts. Bottom temperatures at
the locations of potential structured habitat were used to calculate the growth rate potential
(GRP) of lionfish regionally and seasonally. There are regional differences in potential habitat
that are not reflected in recorded lionfish sightings, and seasonal temperature changes do not
limit lionfish growth in the GOM. A GRP model can be a useful tool to identify areas of lionfish
growth and inform where management efforts can be focused for removals, particularly for
lionfish at depth. This model could also be extended outside of the GOM to provide a
management tool for the entirety of the lionfish’s invaded range.
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Chapter 1. Invasive Lionfish Size and Reproductive Capability Across a
Depth Gradient in the Florida Keys
1.1. Introduction
Invasive species are of serious concern in marine ecosystems and can have significant
ecological and economic impacts (Molnar et al. 2008). Lionfishes, both Red Lionfish Pterois
volitans (Linnaeus 1785) and Devil Firefish Pterois miles (Bennett 1828), are extremely
successful invasive species that arrived in Atlantic waters in the mid 1980’s, likely from the
aquarium trade (Semmens et al. 2004). Native to the Indopacific, lionfish can now be found from
New England to Brazil, at densities far greater than those found in their native range (Darling et
al. 2011; Kulbicki et al. 2012). They are members of the Scorpaenidae family, subfamily
Pteroinae. While both Red Lionfish and Devil Firefish are present in the invasive range, Red
Lionfish account for 93% of lionfish collected in the Western Atlantic (Hamner et al. 2007).
Because genetic work is needed to confirm the exact species, and the ecological impact is not
distinguishable between the two, hereafter both firefish and red lionfish will be grouped together
and referred to as “lionfish” (Freshwater et al. 2009).
Many coral reefs and structured habitats like artificial reefs and oil rigs in the Atlantic are
now densely populated by lionfish. Lionfish, like many successful invasive species, have a broad
generalist diet, and are voracious predators, allowing them to opportunistically exploit a wide
range of prey (Muñoz et al. 2011; Peake et. al 2018; Malpica-Cruz et al. 2019). This appetite has
had detrimental effects on local prey populations. On shallow Bahamian coral reefs, lionfish
presence has caused decline of up to 69% in fish biomass of 42 prey species (Green et al. 2012),
and a decrease in fish recruitment of 49 species by 79% over a five-week duration (Albins and
Hixon 2008). Besides direct predation, lionfish can also negatively affect native populations
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through resource and habitat competition (O’Farrell et al. 2015; Marshak et al. 2018; Bos et al.
2018; Raymond et al. 2015). Lionfish larvae are now at densities similar to native fish and can
reduce available resources to those native species (Sponaugle et al. 2019).
Lionfish are in part successful at establishing themselves in the invaded range due to their
reproductive and growth characteristics (Morris and Akins 2009). Invasive lionfish are capable
of spawning year-round, and in the Western Atlantic, females can spawn every 2-4 days (Morris
and Akins 2009; Gardner et al. 2015; Fogg et al. 2017). Male lionfish reach maturity at 100 mm,
while females mature at 166-190 mm (Morris and Akins 2009; Gardner et al. 2015; Fogg et al.
2017). In the Caribbean, lionfish reach maximum length 2-4 times faster than comparable-sized
native predators (Edwards et al. 2014). These life history characteristics have allowed lionfish
populations to rapidly expand and make controlling the invader difficult.
Efforts to control lionfish populations have largely focused on culling fish using sling
hand spears or pole spears, often wielded by recreational divers. Lionfish fishing derbies have
been held to reduce local populations; however, these are typically limited to recreational diving
limits of 30 m depth (Barbour et al. 2011). These targeted removals can reduce local lionfish
biomass and density (de Leon et al. 2013) and are particularly effective at high priority
management sites (Akins 2012) and on rugose reefs (Bejarano et al. 2015). Indeed, there may be
site-specific effectiveness with lionfish removals: one study in Puerto Rico found lionfish
removals resulted in a reduction in lionfish across all sites, although the recovery of lionfish
populations varied by location (Harms-Tuohy et al. 2018). Complete lionfish removal may not
be needed to see benefits to the reef. Using a predictive model with field validation on Bahamian
reefs, it was found that depending on the site, a 25-92% reduction in lionfish density was needed
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to protect prey species, and partial removals resulted in prey biomass increase similar to that seen
in complete removal (Green et al. 2014).
While culling has reduced lionfish numbers locally on some shallow reefs (Harms-Tuohy
et al. 2018; de Leon et al. 2013; Cote et al. 2014), the overall effectiveness of this method is still
under examination. Removal by SCUBA is often limited to 30 m without additional training, yet
lionfish are categorized as depth generalists (Stefanoudis et al. 2019). Lionfish have been found
at 55 m in Puerto Rico (Bejarano et al. 2014), 100 m in the Bahamas (Lesser and Slattery 2011),
112 m in the Northern Gulf of Mexico (GOM; Nuttall et al. 2014), and some of the deepest
lionfish have been observed at 240 m in Honduras and 300 m in Bermuda (Gress et al. 2017).
Lionfish exist at greater abundances and biomasses on deeper reefs in Bermuda (Stefanoudis et
al. 2019) due to warmer water temperatures at depth (Gress et al. 2017, Coates et al. 2013).
Mesophotic reefs are those located at 30-150 m depth and are of interest ecologically as
potential thermal refugia for their threatened shallow-water coral species (Lesser et al. 2009).
Mesophotic lionfish may also be consuming more or different prey species than shallow
counterparts; there is evidence that mesophotic lionfish consume key herbivores, the removal of
which can lead to increased algal cover on reefs and subsequent coral decline (Lesser and
Slattery 2011; Stefanoudis et al. 2019). In Bermuda, mesophotic lionfish distribution appears to
be correlated to prey fish density and prey fish biomass, both of which co-varied with seawater
temperature (Goodbody-Gringley et al. 2019). Mesophotic sites often are less affected by
overfishing and other anthropogenic impacts, so these sites may offer more prey fish as well as a
relief from direct spearfishing of lionfish (Tyler et al. 2009). Invasive lionfish may harm the
health of these deeper reefs and decrease their resilience to anthropogenic stressors.
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Lionfish may undergo an ontogenetic migration to deeper waters, similar to patterns
observed in other reef species (Eggleston et al. 2004; Appeldoorn 2009; Johnson and Swenarton
2016). Juvenile lionfish settle in shallow habitats such as mangroves, sea grass, and sheltered
reefs before moving to deeper reefs (Claydon et al. 2012). Tagging studies suggest potential for
lionfish to undergo ontogenetic migrations to deeper reefs but have failed to capture such
movement directly (Harms-Tuohy et al. 2018; Tamburello and Cote 2014; Akins et al. 2014).
Other studies that offer evidence for ontogenetic migration have found larger lionfish at depth or
a lack of mature fish at culled shallow depths (Andradi-Brown et al. 2017b; Andradi-Brown et
al. 2017a; Claydon et al. 2012; Johnson and Swenarton 2016). Conversely, trawl surveys suggest
that lionfish in the eastern GOM first colonized deeper sites (> 30m) before moving to shallower
areas (Switzer et al. 2015).
An ontogenetic migration could be the result of a natural shift to preferred habitat in
mature fish, the result of fishing pressure driving larger fish to take refuge in deeper waters, or
some combination of the two. Lionfish occur at similar densities on shallow and mesophotic
reefs in their native range as they do in the Atlantic, despite a lack of fishing pressure in the
native range (Andradi-Brown et al. 2017b). A study comparing a culled shallow (< 30 m) site
and an adjacent deep (> 30 m) unculled site reported that mesophotic lionfish were larger,
females had a larger proportional mass of reproductive tissue (gonadal mass), and deeper
populations had a higher portion of actively spawning females (25%; Andradi-Brown et al.
2017a). This may suggest that mature lionfish prefer mesophotic reefs. Yet there is also evidence
that mesophotic reefs offer relief from fishing pressure. The Andradi-Brown et al. (2017a) study
compared alert distances between fish from culled shallow reefs, adjacent unculled deep reefs,
and unculled shallow reefs. Alert distance was estimated as the distance at which a fish responds
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to an approaching diver. Unculled mesophotic sites adjacent to culled shallow sites had the same
alert distances as their shallow counterparts, while the fish on unculled shallow reefs had shorter
alert distances and did not fear the “spearfisher” (Andradi-Brown et al. 2017a). In the Bahamas,
lionfish hid deeper on the reefs at times of day when culling typically occurred (Côte et al.
2014). This suggests that larger lionfish migrating to deeper mesophotic reefs to take refuge from
adjacent culling pressure, although further investigation and replication is necessary.
Regardless of the drivers of ontogenetic migration, if deeper lionfish are more
reproductively active, they can potentially repopulate adjacent shallow sites and undermine
culling efforts. There may be evidence that mesophotic lionfish are already repopulating other
areas: a biophysical model found that lionfish at 50-300 m depth in the Campeche Bank
(Southern GOM) were the major source of lionfish larvae to the Northern GOM through the loop
current (Johnston and Bernard 2017). These reported larvae must remain in the water column a
minimum of ten days, with 45-50 days providing maximum connectivity; compare this to
previous estimates that lionfish larvae settle between 20 and 35 days, with a mean of 26.2
(Johnston and Bernard 2017; Ahrenholz and Morris 2010).
Fishing pressure has been known to influence fish behavior by selecting specific manners
(Sbragaglia et al. 2018; Januchowski-Hartley et al. 2012; Uusi-Heikkila et al. 2008). This
response to fishing may be very refined, as five fish taxa responded differently to snorkelers
dressed as “spearfishers'' carrying poles in dark equipment than “snorkelers” in bright colored
masks and fins at in the Mediterranean (Sbragaglia et al. 2018). Lionfish in several invaded
locations exhibit higher alert distances with increased fishing pressure (Andradi-Brown et al.
2017a; Côte et al. 2014). In addition, Côte et al. (2014) found that lionfish demonstrated higher
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levels of cryptic behavior during the daytime, when cullings typically take place, compared to
dawn.
Additionally, fishing pressure can influence fish population structure and life history
characteristics. Increasing fishing pressure can cause a decrease in fish body size and has been
associated with maturity at a younger size (Lindfield 2014; Berkeley et al., 2004; Dulvy et al.,
2004; Worm et al. 2009; Rochet 1998). Studies have found that lionfish at culled sites are
smaller than those at unculled sites (De Leon et al. 2011; Frazer et al 2012; Andradi-Brown et al.
2017a). In northeastern Florida, where spearfishing pressure is high, older fish are virtually
absent (Johnson and Swenarton 2016).
The objectives of this study were to investigate how differences in deep and shallowdwelling population size structure and reproductive output could inform the potential for
ontogenetic migration and fishing-induced changes for lionfish in the Florida Keys. Lionfish
from shallow (< 30 m) and deep (> 30 m) habitats were compared in terms of body size and
gonad characteristics. Based on previous findings, it was expected that shallow fish would be
smaller and have less reproductive mass than deeper fish. Such work has the potential to
comment on the effectiveness of shallow culling as a management option for the invasive
species.

1.2. Methods
1.2.1. Sample Collection
Seventy-four lionfish specimens were collected from September 2018 to June 2019 near
Marathon Key, Florida (Figure 1.1). Fish were collected from patch reefs of predominantly hard
corals with some octocorals and sponges. The depths of collections sites ranged from 13.7 m to
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57.9 m and were separated into “shallow <30 m” (n=35) and “deep >30 m” (n=39) categories
based on the recreational diving depth limit and the distribution of sample depths (Figure 1.2).
Forty-five of these fish were caught using a pole-spear, both in deep and shallow waters, by
recreational divers. The remaining 29 fish were captured in passive traps deployed from 34-58 m
depth by Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission. Due to the opportunistic
collection of samples, there were no shallow lionfish caught in traps. To account for the temporal
variation, a “season” factor was used to split between 21 samples collected September 2018
using pole spears (“fall”), and 53 samples collected between April and June 2019, 30 of which
were caught in traps and 23 with pole spears (“spring”) to capture any seasonal variability. All
samples were frozen as soon as possible after capture. Two samples were not dissected due to
poor condition, only the mass and length were recorded.

Figure 1.1. Map of sample collection sites near Marathon Key, Florida. Fall samples were
collected in September 2018, and spring samples were collected in April-June 2019.
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Figure 1.2. Distribution of depths that lionfish sample were collected from in the Florida
Keys.
1.2.2. Dissection
Dissections were performed following the NOAA guide (Green et al. 2012). Standard
length (mm) and mass (wet weight, g) were recorded, along with sex and gonad tissue mass (wet
weight, g). Freezing gonads has no effect compared on mass and thus no correction was applied
(Fogg et al. 2015). The same individual processed all samples.
Size and reproductive capabilities were used for analysis. Gonadosomatic Index (GSI) is
the gonad mass proportional to the body weight of the fish and was selected to represent the
reproductive capacity of a fish. It is calculated by dividing the gonad mass by the total mass, then
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multiplying by 100 for a percentage (Anderson and Gutreuter 1983).
1.2.3. Statistical Analysis
All statistical analysis was done using R program (R Core Team 2020). To evaluate the
effects of season, sex, and depth on lionfish length, a three-way Analysis of Variance (ANOVA)
was used with log-transformed lionfish standard length (SL) as the dependent variable. Depth (2
levels: deeper than 30m, shallower than 30 m), sex (3 levels: male, female, undetermined), and
season (2 levels: fall and spring) were independent variables, with all interactive effects
included. Type II sums of squares were used, and p-values were reported. Residuals were
visually inspected for homoscedasticity.
As GSI values are proportional data, a beta regression was used with the R package
“betareg” (Cribari-Neto and Zeileis 2010). Only female GSI values were used for analysis, as
there is little variation in male and immature gonad weight. The regression model included the
same independent predictors used for the length model (sex, season, depth, and interactions), and
female GSI values as the independent variable. Significance was detected using p-values from
ANOVA analysis, and least squares means were used to examine the effects within and between
season and depth categories using the Lsmeans R package (Russell 2016). Residuals were
visually inspected for homoscedasticity.
The frequency of occurrence of males and females in the samples was analyzed using a
separate Chi-Squared test for each season. Chi and p-values were reported.
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1.3. Results
1.3.1. Lionfish size
Male lionfish had a mean standard length of 233 ± 6 mm, females 198 ± 6 mm, and
undetermined sex fish 157 ± 7 mm. Shallow lionfish had a mean standard length of 203 ± 7 mm
compared to deep lionfish with a mean standard length of 216 ± 6 mm. Sex was a significant
predictor of lionfish length (Figure 3, F2,60 = 14.7, p-value <0.0001), and there was a tendency
for shallow lionfish to be smaller than deep counterparts (Figure 1.3, F1,60 = 3.13, p-value =
0.08). Season and interactive effects had no significance on lionfish size (p >0.05).

Figure 1.3. Lionfish standard length (mm) by sex, where undetermined sex fish are
immature, and the depth is indicated by the color (shallow is less than 30 m depth, deep is
greater than 30 m depth).
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1.3.2. GSI values
Beta regression results showed that depth and season significantly affected female GSI values (p
= 0.03 and < 0.0001, respectively). Shallow female lionfish had a larger mean GSI value (4.43 ±
0.78) than deep female lionfish (1.92 ± 0.54), while fall lionfish had larger GSI values (4.75 ±
0.71) than spring lionfish (1.03 ± 0.72; Figure 1.4). Further analysis showed that GSI values
were significantly larger for shallow females in the fall samples only (p= 0.0001), and there was
no difference between spring shallow and deep GSI values (p=0.94). The interactive effect of
season and depth was not significant (p = 0.07).

Figure 1.4. Female lionfish Gonadosomatic Index (GSI) by season, and the depth is
indicated by the color (shallow is less than 30 m depth, deep is greater than 30 m depth).
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1.3.3. Sex ratios
The frequencies of male, female, and undetermined fish for each season and depth category are
reported in Table 1.1. Across all 74 samples, there were 37 females, 30 males, and 7 fish of
undetermined sex with a ratio of 1.2 females to males. Fall samples had significantly more
females than males in shallow fish (p = 0.03, X2 = 6.11). There were no significant differences in
sex frequencies between depths for spring samples (p-value = 0.58, X2 = 0.40).

Table 1.1. Frequency of each lionfish sex by season and depth, including the female to male
ratio.
Season
Fall
Fall
Spring
Spring
Total

Depth
Shallow
Deep
Shallow
Deep

Females
11
5
10
11
37

Males
0
4
10
16
30

Undetermined
0
1
4
3
7

F:M Ratio
1:0
1.3:1
1:1
0.7:1
1.2:1

1.4. Discussion
1.4.1. Lionfish size
Lionfish size varied by sex, where male lionfish were larger than female fish. These
results agree with previous studies that report sexual size dimorphism in lionfish (Fogg et al.
2019; Fogg et al. 2017; Edwards et al. 2014; Dahl et al. 2019). This is common in other fish
species as well and is likely due to the energy females must divert from allometric growth to
reproductive output (Reznick 1983). Female lionfish in the northern GOM may be particularly
fecund compared to other areas in the invaded range, producing over 2 million eggs a year (Fogg
et al. 2017). The large amount of energy required for such reproductive feats is subsequently not
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available for growth and can drive differences in somatic growth between the sexes. There was
no seasonal difference in lionfish length.
This weak trend of larger lionfish at deeper reefs in the Florida Keys could suggest a
natural ontogenetic migration to preferred habitat, or a behavioral response to seek refuge from
spearfishing on deeper reefs. Many reef fish undergo ontogenetic migrations from near-shore,
shallow areas that offer reprieve from predation to deeper sites with better habitat (Slattery et al.
2011). Habitat surveys and suitability modeling could be conducted in the area to assess which
locations provide more favorable conditions for lionfish. Alternatively, fishing pressure can
modify fish behavior and could pressure mature lionfish to seek refuge at deeper sites
(Sbragaglia et al. 2018; Januchowski-Hartley et al. 2012; Uusi-Heikkila et al. 2008; AndradiBrown 2017a; Côte et al. 2014). There is certainly pressure on lionfish in the Keys: 1,893
lionfish were removed in organized derbies in 2018 and 1,992 were removed in 2019 (Division
of Marine Fisheries Division, Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission). This is in
addition to year-round recreational spearfishing by locals and dive shops. Further testing of this
hypothesis could involve broad surveys of lionfish abundance and response to divers across
depths, and fish tagging studies.
Size appeared to differ between deep and shallow sites but did not reach statistical
significance (p = 0.08). There is some evidence that lionfish in the Keys are larger at depth, but
the results lack full statistical significance. It is certainly a weaker trend than seen in several
previous findings, including a meta-analysis that showed that mesophotic lionfish were larger
than shallow counterparts in three of the five countries in the Atlantic (Andradi-Brown et al.
2017b). The differences observed in that study were affected by time since invasion and presence
or absence of culling. A study by Andradi-Brown et al. directly compared adjacent shallow and
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mesophotic reefs systems and found larger fish, in terms of both length and weight, at
mesophotic depths in Utila, Honduras (2017a). Time since invasion does not explain the
discrepancy between the Keys and Utila, as lionfish appeared in both Utila and the Florida Keys
in 2009 (Schofield 2010; Reef Environmental Education Foundation 2009). Lionfish culling
occurs at both locations as well, including organized derbies. It is possible that the intensity of
the culling varies between the two popular recreational dive locations, as Honduras requires a
license to spear lionfish and Florida does not.
Notably, our samples did not capture as many small lionfish as Andradi-Brown et al.
(2017a) did across all depth ranges, most likely due to sampling method bias. The samples used
in this study were largely collected by recreational divers, not in the context of a scientific study.
It could be possible that shallow sites do in fact have smaller fish that were not reported due to
this bias. The samples used in this study reported a narrower range of total lengths than previous
studies with larger sample sizes. Here, males had a TL range of 191-371 mm, females 176-261
mm, and undetermined sex 189-253 mm, compared to previous work for the southeast region of
the GOM (n= 6152) where males ranged 148-434 mm, females 86-353 mm, and unsexed or
unknown sex 62-426 mm (Fogg 2013). The samples used in this study do not include smaller
individual fish, and it is unsurprising if our sample population did not accurately capture smaller
lionfish present. Larger lionfish are easier to detect and are speared at a higher rate and the
majority of the samples we received were from recreational spearfishermen (Green et al. 2013).
Still, exploratory analysis found no size differences between the speared samples, n=45, and the
deep trap sample, n=29 (analyzed using a linear model and ANOVA, p =0.12). The traps may be
biased as well: if not deployed on favorable habitat the traps may select only the larger, bolder
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fish that can survive in less favorable conditions. Future work could focus on trap development
to minimize any size bias, and train recreational divers to find and target smaller lionfish.
It seems likely that an emerging fishery area like the Florida Keys would have a
significant number of smaller lionfish present. Size and age structure of a population can be
truncated by fishing pressure (Lindfield 2014; Berkeley et al. 2004; Dulvy et al. 2004). The first
derby was held in the Keys in 2010 and removed 664 lionfish. Since then, large scale derbies
have occurred multiple times a year in addition to unreported removals by recreational
spearfishers. A larger, geographically broader survey of lionfish populations in the Keys is
needed to explore the effects of spearfishing on lionfish population structure.
1.4.2. GSI values
There were seasonal and depth-related differences between female lionfish GSI values.
Fall lionfish had larger GSI values than spring samples, and shallow lionfish had larger GSI
values than deeper fish. The differences seen in GSI values between fall and spring samples are
likely due to seasonal differences in spawning. Female lionfish in the northern GOM are capable
of spawning year-round with elevated GSI values in May-October, peaking in August (Fogg et
al. 2017). Spring samples included samples from April-June 2019 and captured lionfish outside
of the elevated GSI season. GSI values can be sensitive to small changes in temperature and are
elevated at sea surface temperature above 22 ℃ (Gardner et al. 2015; Fogg et al. 2017).
The difference in GSI is also contrary to results in Utila that found that mesophotic
female lionfish (40-72 m depth) had larger gonad to body weight ratios than shallow (0-25 m
depth; Andradi-Brown et al. 2017a). The lionfish in this study came from a narrower depth range
(14-58 m) and could have failed to capture meaningful data at deeper sites.
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Our results could also be explained by differences in fishing intensity. Predation that
selects for larger, mature individuals has been shown to select for a population that matures at an
earlier age and has a higher reproductive output (Boukal 2008; Reznick et al. 1990; Farley et al.
2014). Spearfishing could exert such an influence on lionfish, particularly on populations in
shallow areas that experience higher fishing pressure. In fact, invasive lionfish have higher
reproductive output and mature at smaller sizes than in their native range, potential evidence that
selection for faster growth and higher reproductive investment are underway (Fogg et al. 2017).
In the northern GOM specifically, lionfish reached 50% maturity at smaller sizes relative to other
invaded areas (Fogg et al. 2017). Directly comparing the age of maturity between culled and
unculled sites alongside culling intensity data could inform such speculation.
Still, some speculate that this increased reproductive output in lionfish is the result of
higher densities in the invaded range (Donaldson et al. 2011). P. volitans engage in courtship
before spawning, where males lead the females to the surface to spawn, thus a higher population
density would offer more opportunities to encounter a mate and increase overall recruitment
(Fishelson 1975). Perhaps regional differences in lionfish density could partially drive
reproductive output through this mechanism.
Diet can also influence fish reproductive output (Luquet and Watanabe 1986). In the
northern GOM peak months of spawning frequency correlated to recruitment of potential
juvenile prey species to structured habitat, thus seasonal prey availability could impact temporal
comparisons, or differences in structured habitat available in deep and shallow sites (Fogg et al.
2017).
Unlike Andradi-Brown et al. (2017a), this analysis did not take into account reproductive
phases of the gonads, although the reproductive phase was macroscopically observed and
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reported. Previous studies have shown that macroscopic identification is only accurate for
spawning capable females, not other reproductive phases (Fogg et al. 2017). Further microscopic
identification of the reproductive phase could further refine the reproductive characteristics of
these populations.
1.4.3. Sex ratios
Sex ratios between fall-deep and fall-shallow were disproportional with more females in
shallow sites than deep. While the sample size is small (ndeep=10, nshallow=11), it is an interesting
piece of support that culling may be changing the population of invasive lionfish in the Florida
Keys: if male lionfish are larger, and spearfishing selectively removes larger fish, then a
population under high fishing pressure may shift to higher ratios of females.
Given that shallow female lionfish had larger GSI values, the higher proportion of females on
shallow reefs indicates that these may be reproductive hot spots in the area. This is, again,
contradictory to findings in other areas that deeper reefs could harbor more reproductively active
fish that could repopulate shallow locations (Andradi-Brown et. al 2017a). For lionfish
management this is encouraging for the Florida Keys; shallow lionfish are much more accessible
for spearfishers than deeper fish. Further studies should investigate differences in fishing
pressure, habitat quality, prey availability, and larval connectivity between shallow and
mesophotic reefs, as it may be site-specific, and drivers of these discrepancies should be
identified.
A previous study in the area with samples from 2012-2015 found a sex ratio of 1.0 : 0.99
M:F, and that it was not significantly different than 1:1 (n = 4527, Fogg et al. 2017). Selection
pressure in the Keys area could have altered the population sex structure as size-related selection
pressure altered sex ratios in other fisheries (Farley et al. 2014; Halvorsen et al. 2017).
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In conclusion, lionfish populations in the Florida Keys may be experiencing
morphological and reproductive-capacity changes to its population as a result of fishing pressure.
There may be evidence of an ontogenetic migration to deeper reefs in this region, however
shallow reefs have higher reproductive potential. Controlling invasive lionfish populations will
remain a difficult task for managers but improving the removal of smaller fish in shallow sites
and improving collection methods of mesophotic lionfish could improve the situation. Currently
there are limited traps in use to capture lionfish although several entities are looking at its design
and efficiency, such as Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission. Such traps could be
used to target deeper lionfish populations. Lionfish are likely to remain a conservation issue for
years to come and better understanding the population’s migrations, reproductive connectivity,
and response to fishing pressure will be crucial to tailoring control efforts regionally.
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Chapter 2. Trophic Interactions of Invasive Lionfish Across a Depth in the
Florida Keys
2.1. Introduction
Lionfish, both Red Lionfish Pterois volitans and Devil Firefish Pterois miles (hereafter
lionfish), are an extremely successful invasive species that likely came to Florida waters in the
mid 1980’s from the aquarium trade (Schofield 2009; Whitfield et al. 2002). Native to the
Indopacific, lionfish can now be found throughout the Western Atlantic and Caribbean
(Betancur-R et al. 2011). They are members of the Scorpaenidae family, subfamily Pteroinae.
Since their invasion, there has been a significant amount of research on the ecological
impacts of invasive lionfish to local reefs. On coral reefs, lionfish presence has caused decline of
up to 69% in biomass of prey fish species (Green et al. 2012), and a decrease in fish recruitment
by 79% (Albins and Hixon 2008). Bioenergetic modeling for invasive lionfish estimated that, at
60% maximum consumption, lionfish would consume over 900 kg of prey per hectare per year
on Bahamian reefs (Cerino et al. 2013). Additionally, invasive species can indirectly impact
trophic systems through resource competition with native species (Curtis et al. 2017; Marshak et
al. 2018; O’Farrell et al. 2014).
Invasive lionfish’s diet has been well-studied. A meta-analysis found lionfish are
generalist carnivores with at least 167 known vertebrate and invertebrate prey species in the
Atlantic (Peake et al. 2018). Fish species account for the majority of prey found in stomach
content analysis (70.5% frequency), followed by shrimp (29.5% frequency), crabs (5.4%
frequency), and a small portion of other invertebrates (Peake et al. 2018). However, diet can vary
by maturity and appears to be dependent on prey abundance (Muñoz et al. 2011; Eddy et al.
2016; Malpica-Cruz et al. 2019; Goodbody-Gringley et al. 2019). Atlantic lionfish ontogenically
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transition from a shrimp-based diet to a fish-dominated diet (Peake et al. 2018; Sancho et al.
2018; Morris and Akins 2009). In Southeast Florida, the region of this study, lionfish diet
consists largely of small fish and crustaceans (Sancho 2018). In Bermuda, lionfish diet varies
with prey abundance, and there they eat relatively more crustaceans than other regions (Eddy et
al. 2016). A trait-based analysis found that solitary fish resting on or close to the reef with small,
shallow bodies are most vulnerable to lionfish predation (Green and Côte 2014).
Compared to their native range, Atlantic lionfish spend similar amounts of time hunting,
however, Atlantic lionfish prey on a wider range of prey species than Pacific counterparts (Cure
et. al 2012). Additionally, prey size was nearly double on invaded reefs compared to native ones
(Cure et. al 2012). Invasive lionfish eat at a higher trophic level than the native Nassau grouper,
despite a smaller body size (O’Farrell et al. 2014). The authors attribute this to prey naïveté
and/or lack of competition for larger prey (Cure et al. 2012). The differences in foraging
behaviors allow invasive lionfish to reach greater sizes and occur at higher abundances than
those found in their native range (Darling et al. 2011).
Efforts to control lionfish populations have largely focused on shallow culling using pole
spears. While culling has reduced lionfish numbers locally on some shallow reefs (Harms-Tuohy
et al. 2018; de Leon et al. 2013, for example), the overall effectiveness of this method is still
under examination (Andradi-Brown et al. 2017a; Andradi-Brown et al. 2017b). Most
spearfishermen on SCUBA are limited to 30 m depth, yet lionfish have been observed as deep as
300 m in Bermuda and 240 m in Honduras (Gress et al. 2017). There is growing evidence that
culling is causing a learned avoidance of spearfishermen and migration to adjacent mesophotic
reefs deeper than 30 m (Côte et al. 2014; Andradi-Brown et al. 2017a).
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Limited studies exist on how lionfish diet may change with depth. The meta-study by
Peake et al. (2018) did not examine depth and the majority of samples used came from depths
shallower than 30 m, save for data from the Northern GOM and North Carolina. Deep
mesophotic lionfish may also be consuming more or different prey species; there is evidence that
mesophotic lionfish consume key herbivores such as parrotfish, which can lead to increased algal
cover on reefs and subsequent coral decline (Stefanoudis et al. 2019; Cure et al. 2012; Lesser and
Slattery 2011). In Bermuda, mesophotic lionfish distribution appears to be correlated to prey fish
density and prey fish biomass, both of which co-varied with seawater temperature (GoodbodyGringley et al 2019). Mesophotic sites are often less affected by overfishing and other
anthropogenic impacts; thus, deep sites may offer more prey fish as well as a relief from direct
spearfishing pressure on lionfish (Tyler et al. 2009). However, one may expect that deeper
lionfish have a less diverse diet than shallow lionfish, as lionfish diet varies with prey abundance
(Muñoz et al. 2011; Eddy et al. 2016; Malpica-Cruz et al. 2019; Goodbody-Gringley et al. 2019),
and prey species richness is highest from 0-30 m depth (Asher et al. 2017; Kahng et al. 2010).
Stomach content analysis is commonly used in fisheries research and has been applied to
invasive lionfish (Sancho et al. 2018; Eddy et al. 2016; Morris and Akins 2009; Layman and
Allgeier 2012; Dahl and Patterson 2014). It can provide specific prey identification, but it is only
a snapshot of what the fish are eating immediately before capture. Stable isotope methods can
also be used for a broader understanding of invasive lionfish diet over the course of weeks to
months, depending on the turnover of the tissue (Cocheret de la Morinière et al. 2003). δ13C is an
indicator of the basal resource use of the sampled organism and δ15N is a reflection of the
relative trophic level of the prey consumed (Benstead et al. 2006). Lionfish δ13C and δ15N values
have documented isotopic niche shifts between habitats, fish sizes, and available prey (Malpica-
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Cruz et al. 2019; Curtis et al. 2017; Muñoz et al. 2011). Together, these methods provide insight
into the variable diet of invasive lionfish.
This study will use stomach content and stable isotope analysis to further describe
invasive lionfish diet in the Florida Keys archipelago in south Florida, and specifically examine
any differences between deep and shallow fish. Stomach contents will be used to assess which
types of organisms lionfish are eating and the frequency at which they occur in lionfish diet.
Stable isotope analysis will be used to assess what shallow and deep lionfish are eating on a
broader scale and to compare any trophic overlap between deep and shallow fish. We expect that
deep lionfish will be eating more fish than invertebrate species, thus at a higher trophic level,
and have a less diverse diet than shallow lionfish.

2.2. Methods
2.2.1. Collections
The same 74 lionfish samples used in Chapter 1 were used for the stomach content
analysis and stable isotope analysis for this study. The specimens were collected from depths
ranging from 13.7 to 57.9 m and were separated into “shallow <30 m” (n=35) and “deep >30 m”
(n=39) categories based on the recreational diving depth limit and the distribution of sample
depths. Of these, 21 were collected in September 2018, categorized as “fall”. The remaining 53
samples were classified as “spring” samples: 22 specimens collected in April 2019, 3 specimens
collected in May 2019, and 28 were collected in June of 2019. Twenty-nine of the 74 fish were
captured in traps deployed by Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission at depths
greater than 34 m; the remainder of the fish were caught using a pole-spear at both deep and
shallow depths. The sampling sites were all within 25 km of each other in the Florida Keys
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(Chapter 1, Figure 1). Specimens were frozen after collection and during transportation or
shipment to Baton Rouge, Louisiana. Four samples were not used for isotope analysis because of
poor tissue condition.
2.2.2. Stomach Content Analysis
Prior to dissection, fish standard length (SL) and mass were recorded. Fish were dissected
according to the NOAA guide (Green et al. 2012). The stomachs were removed, and the contents
examined. Prey objects were identified to the family level whenever possible. Those contents
which were partially digested were sorted into “teleost,” “cephalopod,” “decapod,” or
“unknown” categories. When possible, prey were identified to the family level using A Field
Guide to Coastal Fishes by Val Kells and Kent Carpenter (2011) or SEAMAP’s “Picture Guide
to Shelf Invertebrates of the Northern Gulf of Mexico” (Perry and Larsen 2004).
The frequency of occurrence and percentage by number of prey were reported for four
broad prey categories: teleost, decapod, cephalopod and unknown. Frequency of occurrence
(%F) is the proportion of stomachs in which a given prey item is present, excluding empty
stomachs. Percentage by number (%N) reports the proportion of a specific prey item relative to
the overall number of prey items. %F and %N were reported for all stomachs pooled, for deep
and shallow lionfish, and for fall and spring lionfish. A generalized linear model with a Poisson
distribution was used with prey frequency as the dependent variable, and depth (2 levels: deeper
than 30m, shallower than 30 m), season (2 levels: fall and spring), prey types (4 levels: teleost,
decapod, cephalopod, and unknown), and all interactive effects as dependent variables. A chisquared test was used to select predictive terms from the full model, and we ran a new
generalized linear model with a Poisson distribution and only those terms selected by the chisquared test. P-values were reported, and residuals examined for homoscedasticity.
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2.2.3. Stable Isotope Analysis
To capture longer term and broader diet data, stable isotope analysis was used. A 1 cm3
piece of muscle tissue was removed posterior to the dorsal fin of 70 lionfish samples (Layman
and Allgeier 2012). Samples were freeze-dried and ground until homogenous. For each muscle
sample, 0.5 mg was placed into individual tin cups and flash-combusted using a ThermoFinnigan element analyzer. Samples were analyzed for δ13C and δ15N values using the ThermoFisher Delta Plus XL continuous flow stable isotope mass spectrometer at the Stable Isotope
Ecology Laboratory at Louisiana State University. Raw δ values were normalized and the
sample precision was <0.1.
The following equation is used to express stable isotope abundances as δ notions with per
mil (‰) units:

δX = [(Rsample / RStandard) - 1] x 1000

Where X is 13C or 15N, and R is the ratio of 13C/12C or 15N/14N, respectively. RStandard values were
based on Vienna PeeDee Belemnite (VPDB) for δ13C and atmospheric N2 (air) for δ15N.
Two linear regressions were used to test the effects of fish size (standard length) on both
δ13C and δ15N values, collectively and for each depth category, to determine if the data should be
separated into groups based on lionfish size for analysis. Previous studies have found 13C and 15N
enrichment with increasing body size and have analyzed stable isotope values using size classes
(O’Farrell et al. 2014; Curtis et al. 2017; Malpica-Cruz et al. 2019). However, this study found
no significant relationship between lionfish length and 13C or 15N ratios, therefore we did not
include lionfish size in the final analysis of stable isotope data.
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To satisfy the assumptions of normal distribution, δ13C and δ15N values were tested using
a Shapiro-Wilk normality test. A multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) was used to
assess differences in δ13C and δ15N with respect to depth, season, and an interactive effect.
Independent variables were depth, season, and the interaction between depth and season. These
factors were selected to capture any seasonal or depth-related shifts in diet. Because baseline
particulate organic matter (POM), dissolve organic matter (DOM), and lower trophic isotopic
baseline samples were not collected, the effect of season on isotope values was examined in
order to control for seasonal shifts in isotopic baseline values, as well as seasonal variation in
diet. If significance was detected in the MANOVA results, an Analysis of Variance (ANOVA)
was used with either δ13C or δ15N as the dependent variable and the significant effect(s) (depth,
season, and a depth-season interaction) as independent variables. P-values were reported, and
residuals visually inspected for homoscedasticity.
Isotope ranges and ellipse metrics were calculated using the package Stable Isotope
Bayesian Ellipses in R (SIBER) in R statistical program (Jackson et al. 2011; R Core
Development Team 2020). Standard ellipses represent the bivariate standard deviation for
isotope values, and comparison standard ellipse areas (SEA) can be used to identify differences
in trophic niche size among groups. SEA was calculated for four groups: fall-deep, fall-shallow,
spring-deep, and spring-shallow. From SEA, SEAC was calculated to correct for small sample
size, then used to estimate each group’s isotopic niche (Jackson et al 2012). Additional niche
metrics were calculated, including carbon range (CR), nitrogen range (NR), and mean centroid
distance (CD) according to Layman et al. (2007). The CR and NR show the most enriched and
most depleted values of the respective isotope ratio, i.e. the minimum and maximum. The CD
value is the mean Euclidian distance between the individual δ13C and δ15N coordinate and the
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mean δ13C and δ15N values for that group. This metric can represent the mean trophic diversity
within that group. These metrics were used to compare the four season-depth groupings, which
were identified as significant by the MANOVA results. Using the approach of Jackson et al.
(2012), Bayesian estimates of SEA (SEAb) were generated to obtain confidence intervals for
isotopic niche areas to compare between groups. Two chains with 20,000 interactions were used
to generate results, with a burn-in of 1000 and thinning of 10.
Niche overlaps were calculated using Bayesian estimates in the SIBER package. Area of
overlap was calculated with 100 draws for each of the season-depth combinations according to
the methods of Jackson et al. (2011). First, the pairwise niche overlap was calculated by dividing
the area of the overlap by the sum of the two ellipse areas with the overlap area subtracted,
repeated for each iteration. The mean was taken from the resulting 100 values. Overlap values
larger than 0.6 were considered significant, representing a 60% overlapping SEAC (Guzzo et al.
2013). Because the mean niche overlap method failed to capture the overlap for each individual
ellipse, the overlap area was divided by each ellipse total area separately and the mean was
calculated.

2.3. Results
2.3.1. Stomach contents
There were 10 teleost families, 3 decapod families, and a single cephalopod identified in
lionfish stomach contents. A summary of teleost families can be seen in Figure 2.1. Aside from
unidentifiable teleost items, Sciaenids (n=8) were the most common teleost prey item, followed
by Lutjanids (n =4, specifically red snapper Lutjanus campechanus). The decapod families
identified were Caridea (n=17), Galatheidae (n=1), Portunidae (n=1). For all samples, teleosts
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occurred at a 70.0% frequency, with decapod prey present in 65.0% of stomachs, cephalopods in
5.0%, and unknown prey items in 30.0% (%F). By number, teleosts accounted for 48.9% of prey
items, decapods 37.8%, cephalopods 2.2%, and unknown items 15.6% in total lionfish stomachs
(%N). Overall, there was a stomach vacuity rate, the rate of stomachs with no prey items, of
58%, and notably the deep samples caught with traps (n=29) had an 83% vacuity rate.

Figure 2.1. Teleost families found in stomach contents.

For deep samples, teleost occurred in 80% of stomachs, decapods were in 20%, and unknown
items were in 10% (%F). By %N, 84.2% of deep prey items were teleosts, 10.5% were
decapods, and 5.3% were unknown for deep samples. No cephalopods were found in deep
stomachs. In shallow samples, decapods occurred at 76.2% frequency, teleosts at 66.7%,
cephalopods at 4.8%, and unknown prey items at 23.8% (%F). By percent number, teleost made
up 48.1% of prey items in shallow stomachs, with decapods comprising 38.9%, cephalopods
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1.9%, and unknown items 11.1% (%N). While the 29 deep samples from traps largely had empty
stomachs likely due to barotrauma (vacuity rate = 83% for spring-deep samples), there was a
higher portion of decapods in shallow samples relative to deep, according to a comparison of the
%N (Figure 2.2).
Fall samples had 87.5% teleosts, 12.5% decapods, and 12.5% unknown prey items in terms
of %F. By %N, teleosts made up 87.5% prey items, decapods 6.25%, and unknown items 6.25%
in the fall collections. Spring samples had 65.2% teleosts, 73.9% decapods, 4.3% cephalopods,
and 17.4% unknown items by %F. In terms of %N, teleosts comprised 49.1% of prey items,
decapods 38.6%, cephalopods 1.8%, and unknown 8.8% in spring samples.

Figure 2.2. Percent number (%N) of each prey category in deep and shallow lionfish
stomachs, both fall and spring seasons combined.
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Season, depth, and prey type were found to be predictive for frequency of prey occurrence
and included in the generalized final model. No interactive effects were significant (p> 0.05) and
therefore not included in the final model. Cephalopod prey (p= 0.005) and unknown prey
(p=0.006) were consumed less frequently than decapod prey (included in the intercept). The
frequency at which teleost prey were consumed did not significantly differ from the frequency at
which decapod prey were consumed (p= 0.53). Spring season had a significantly higher
frequency of prey consumption than the fall season (p=0.0002), and deeper fish had significantly
lower frequency of prey consumption than shallower fish (p=0.001).
2.3.2. Stable Isotope Analysis
δ13C and δ15N values were measured for 70 lionfish samples (Figure 2.3). The Shapiro-Wilk
test indicated that δ13C and δ15N values were both normally distributed (W=0.98, p = 0.43).
Depth, season, and the interaction of the two all had significant impact on both isotope values
(Table 2.1). Further analysis of δ13C and δ15N values separately included all three of these
effects. δ13C values were lower for fall lionfish (-15.54 ± 0.22 ‰) compared to spring fish (14.39 ± 0.16 ‰, F1,65=24.88, p <0.00001), and differed between fall-deep, fall-shallow, springdeep, and spring-shallow (Figure 4, F1,65=4.86, p =0.049). Depth was not significant for δ13C
values (F1,65=1.75, p = 0.19). δ15N values were higher in the fall (9.76 ± 0.07‰) compared to
spring (9.50 ±0.07 ‰, F1,65=9.47, p = 0.003) and higher in deeper lionfish (9.77 ± 0.07 ‰) than
shallow lionfish (9.36 ±0.06 ‰, F1,65=22.77, p <0.00001). The interaction effect between depth
and season was not significant for δ15N values (F1,65=1.23, p = 0.27).
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Table 2.1. MANOVA results of δ13C and δ15N values as dependent variables, and depth, season,
and the depth-season interaction as independent variables.
Pillai F-value DF (numerator) DF (denominator)
Pr(>F)
Depth

0.27

11.72

2

65

4.5 ⨯ 10-5

Season

0.36

17.98

2

65

6.1 ⨯ 10-7

Depth:Season

0.09

3.16

2

65

0.05

Figure 2.3. δ13C and δ15N biplot for all lionfish samples, where points represent measured
values (circles represent fall, triangles spring, red deep, and black shallow) and ellipses
represent standard ellipse areas (red is fall-deep samples, black is fall-shallow, green is
spring-deep, blue is spring-shallow).
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Figure 2.4. Mean estimates with standard error for isotope values of the total mean
(black), fall samples (orange), and spring samples (green). Triangles are deep, squares are
shallow.
For all lionfish samples, δ13C values ranged from -19.80 to -11.61‰ and δ15N values
ranged from 8.53 to 11.03‰. Spring-deep samples occupied a larger ellipse, with larger CR
(5.43) and NR (1.90) values compared to all other groupings, and a larger CD (1.13, Table 2.2,
Figure 2.3). Spring-shallow lionfish also had larger CR (3.65), NR (1.21), and CD (0.83) values
compared to fall samples, albeit by a smaller margin than spring-deep samples. For both seasons,
deep samples had larger CR and NR values.
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Table 2.2. Isotopic niche metrics for assessing species isotopic niches by season and depth. (NR
is the range of δ15N values, CR is the range of δ13C values, CD is the mean centroid distance, and
SEAC is the standard ellipse area corrected for sample size.)
Season
Depth
NR
CR
CD
SEAC
Fall

Deep

0.82

3.13

0.69

0.58

Fall

Shallow

0.78

2.34

0.72

0.65

Spring

Deep

1.90

5.43

1.14

1.84

Spring

Shallow

1.21

3.65

0.83

0.95

Isotopic niche areas (SEAC) were notably larger for spring-deep lionfish (1.84) than all other
season-depth combinations (Table 2.2). The Bayesian estimate of isotopic niche (SEAb) showed
that spring-deep fish occupied a larger niche than both fall deep and fall shallow samples (Figure
2.5).
There were no significant pairwise trophic niche overlaps (<0.6) between any of the seasondepth groupings (Table 2.3). However, the comparisons of overlap by each individual ellipse
showed that there was noteworthy overlap. The overlap between fall-deep and spring-deep
overlapped 78% of the fall-deep ellipse, fall-shallow and spring-deep overlapped the fall-shallow
ellipse 73%, and spring-shallow and spring-deep overlapped the spring-shallow ellipse 81%.
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Fall-shallow

Fall-deep

Summer-shallow

Summer-deep

Figure 2.5. Bayesian estimates of standard ellipse areas (SEAb) with 95% confidence
intervals shown (gray boxes) for season-depth groupings. Red x represents the estimated
SEAC values.

Table 2.3. Trophic niche overlap estimates for combined and individual ellipse areas for seasondepth groupings.

Pairwise niche Niche overlap Niche overlap
overlap
to Ellipse 1
to Ellipse 2

Ellipse 1

Ellipse 2

Fall-Shallow

Spring-Shallow

0.20

0.32

0.33

Fall-Deep

Spring-Deep

0.40

0.78

0.44

Fall-Shallow

Fall-Deep

0.17

0.36

0.24

Fall-Shallow

Spring-Deep

0.24

0.73

0.27

Spring-Shallow

Fall-Deep

0.21

0.43

0.27

Spring-Shallow

Spring-Deep

0.27

0.81

0.29
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2.4. Discussion
2.4.1. Stomach contents
Lionfish in the Florida Keys ate teleost, decapod, and cephalopod prey. Teleost and decapods
were consumed at similar frequencies, while cephalopods occurred at a significantly lower rate
(only one found in stomach contents). Compared to the nearby Biscayne Bay, lionfish in this
study ate more teleosts both in terms of %F and %N (Sancho et al. 2018). A larger meta-analysis
of lionfish stomach contents from 10 locations in the invaded range found similar proportions of
teleost, decapod, and cephalopod numbers to our findings (58.8, 33.6, 0 %N, respectively)
(Peake et al. 2018). Overall, the stomach contents reported in this study are similar to previous
work and we do not report any novel prey species.
Of the identifiable teleost items, Sciaenidae (12.9 %F) was the most common prey family,
followed by Lutjanidae (6.5 %F), specifically Red Snapper, Lutjanus campechanus. Both
Sciaenids and Lutjanids are fished recreationally in the Florida Keys. These occurred less
frequently in Biscayne Bay stomach contents than in our results. Sciaenid prey was present in a
meta-analysis of over 8000 lionfish stomachs (0.1 %F), and Lutjanid prey occurred at a higher
frequency in our study than the meta-analysis (1.6 %F, Peake et al. 2018).
Sciaenids include croaker and drum species and are known for their diverse ability to
produce sounds (Ramcharitar et al. 2006). Lionfish are also soniferous and could use sound to
organize observed social behaviors (Beattie et al. 2017; Layman and Judd 2012). Freshwater fish
species in the Cyprinidae family have been documented associating sound with food sources
(Holt and Johnson 2011). It is conceivable that lionfish may be targeting soniferous fish in the
Florida Keys, but further investigation is necessary.
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Red snapper were only present in spring samples. Lionfish predation of juvenile red snapper
is a concern for this economically important species for commercial and recreational fisheries.
The fishery has shown signs of overfishing in the population structure and growth rates (Nieland
et al. 2007). Further stress to the population recovery via predation by lionfish should be of
concern to fisheries managers.
The methods of collection could influence the stomach content results. It is expected that
deeper samples caught in traps had high vacuity rates, as barotrauma while bringing fish to the
surface often results in regurgitation of stomach contents (author observation). Spring-shallow,
fall-shallow, and fall-deep samples were all collected via spearfisherman, but the time of day of
collection is unknown. It is possible that the time of collection could influence the number of
prey items present. Lionfish have more prey items in their stomach during crepuscular periods,
so it is possible that the time of collection could influence these results (Morris and Akins 2009).
Stomach content analyses do not provide information as to the effectiveness of lionfish foraging
ability. Further studies in experimental and in situ settings could inform how lionfish foraging
ability changes with depth, and collection methods should be taken into account when analyzing
stomach content data.
Shallow lionfish diet consisted of a higher proportion of decapods, although the effect was
not significant. This finding, however, is consistent with the stable isotope data that shows
deeper lionfish are eating at a higher trophic level, discussed in the sections below.
There were a large portion of unidentifiable prey items found in lionfish stomachs that had
been digested beyond recognition. Further resolution of species could be accomplished by using
DNA barcoding techniques (Dahl et al. 2018). Future studies in the Florida Keys could
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incorporate refined techniques along with reef community surveys to identify what lionfish are
eating relative to prey availability and compare this information across depths.
2.4.2. Isotope values
There was no effect of lionfish length on either δ13C or δ15N values. Previous studies in
lionfish have found a significant effect of fish size on isotopic values within communities
(Malpica-Cruz et al. 2019; Curtis el al. 2017; Dahl and Peterson 2014) and used this to group
samples for analysis and support an ontogenetic shift in lionfish diet. It is possible that this study
had too narrow a range of lionfish length (TL range: 176-371 mm) to support such a relationship.
Other studies have found no effect of lionfish size on isotope values, or an uneven effect, such as
increasing δ13C values with increasing size but no change in δ15N (O’Farrell et al. 2014).
There was seasonal variation with isotope values, presumably due to a change in baseline
isotope values or prey availability. In δ13C values, fall samples had significantly lower values
than spring samples. δ15N values also varied by season, with higher values in fall samples than
spring. However, the Florida Keys experience insignificant temporal differences in particulate
organic matter (POM) δ13C and δ15N values (Lamb and Stewart 2018). It is possible that lionfish
in the Florida Keys eat more carnivorous prey in the fall than spring, reflected in higher δ15N
values (Vander Zanden and Rasmussen 2001), although a study over multiple years is needed to
confirm this. Seasonal changes in lionfish diet have been recorded throughout Florida, where
mature lionfish consumed more fish prey in winter months on natural reefs (Sancho et al. 2018;
Dahl and Peterson 2014). Conversely, on artificial reefs lionfish ate more invertebrates in the
winter (Dahl and Peterson 2014)
The significant interaction between depth, season, and the interaction on δ13C appears to be
driven by the difference in δ13C values in fall samples compared to the larger and higher values
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for spring deep samples, considering that both spring groupings greatly overlapped and that
depth alone did not have a significant effect on δ13C values.
Depth was not a significant predictor of δ13C values, however deep samples had significantly
higher δ15N values than shallow lionfish. Higher δ15N values indicate that deep lionfish are
eating at a higher trophic level than shallow counterparts (Peterson and Fry 1987, Vander
Zanden and Rasmussen 2001). If lionfish are eating more carnivores than herbivores, it is likely
they are eating more teleosts. The majority of decapod species found in the stomach contents
were caridea, a shrimp family consisting of mainly herbivore or omnivores. This trophic shift to
higher δ15N values is likely a reflection of deeper lionfish eating more teleosts. The majority of
carnivorous prey items in lionfish diet are teleosts (Peake et al. 2018). Other studies have found
an ontogenetic shift in lionfish diet from decapods to teleosts (Peake et al. 2018; Sancho et al.
2018; Morris and Akins 2009), although there was not significant size difference in lionfish
between depths (Chapter 1), nor were δ15N values correlated to lionfish body size.
Deep lionfish could have higher δ15N signatures because they are eating less herbivores.
Herbivores decrease with increasing depth (Brokovich et al. 2010; Kahng et al. 2010). Grazers
like parrot fish and damsel fish are typically found shallower than 30 m (Liddell and Avery
2000). This would contradict the work of Lesser and Slattery (2011) who found that lionfish ate
more herbivores at depth. However, local lionfish diet is based on the prey species abundance
and site-specific surveys are needed for further insight (Corey et al. 2016; Muñoz et al. 2011;
Malpica-Cruz et al 2019). Deeper sites may have higher teleost numbers as mesophotic reefs are
subject to less anthropogenic stressors, such as fishing pressure, snorkeling, and diving (Polunin
and Roberts 1993).
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A previous study attributed variation in δ13C values between depths to be driven by regional
differences, especially those driven by variation of particulate organic matter (POM) exportation
to benthos (Stasko et al. 2018). However, this study looked at a depth range of 20-500 m, far
greater than the scale of this study, and took place in the arctic. Together with the stomach
content results, deeper lionfish appear to be eating at a higher trophic level regardless of shifting
isotopic baseline values.
2.4.3. Isotope niche
Spring-deep samples had the largest ellipse area and range of isotope values compared to the
three other groups. Part of this variation can be explained by the wide range in dates and sites
these samples came from. Of the 27 samples in this group, 22 specimens were collected in April
2019, 3 specimens in May 2019, and 2 were collected in June of 2019. The fish were collected
from a relatively small geographical range, sites were at most 25 km from each other (See
Chapter 1, Figure 1). In contrast, all other samples (fall-deep, fall-shallow, spring-shallow) were
collected within a four-day span from the same reef. Nonetheless, another study covered 18 sites
between June and August and reported a lower carbon range than the values found in the springdeep samples from the current study (Muñoz et al. 2011). It is possible that these spring-deep
sites captured a wider variety of specialized diets in individuals than other groups in this study
and previous studies. If many fish within a group consume a narrow isotopic range, but a
different range than other individuals in the group, the overall isotopic ranges will be larger. In
contrast, a group where each individual consumes a broad range of prey may still have a
narrower range, as the values will be averaged. Unfortunately, this group also had a high
stomach vacuity rate and these isotope values cannot be compared to prey items found in
stomach contents.
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Still, spring deep lionfish also had larger isotopic niche metrics compared to fall samples,
despite a narrower sampling period and area. Some seasonal variation could be explained by
baseline shifts and by availability of prey items seasonally. In the adjacent Florida Keys National
Marine Sanctuary, larval supply varied significantly seasonally and by location; larval supply
was also positively related to recruitment of at least one damselfish species (Grorud and
Sponaugle 2009). Larval supply of 55 families in the area peaks in late winter and early spring,
providing a great amount of diverse juvenile prey fish for the lionfish collected in the late spring
(April-June; D’Alessandro et al. 2007).
Overall, the lionfish in this study had large isotope ranges compared to other lionfish studies,
particularly δ13C values. Lower δ13C values indicate the ultimate basal source is from
phytoplankton, while higher values indicate benthic algae sources, such as seagrass beds and
shallow reef crests (France 1995). A study in North Carolina reported a narrower range of δ13C
values, –16.0 to –17.2‰ compared to our -19.80 to -11.61‰ but similar ranges for δ15N (Muñoz
et al. 2011). In another south Florida study found a range of δ13C values more similar to these
results, -16.32 to -13.13‰, although still with a narrower range of values (Curtis et al. 2017).
Lionfish in the Florida Keys appear to be utilizing a range of both planktonic and benthic basal
sources.
The wide range of isotopic values for lionfish indicates a diverse diet and could be due to
individual specialization within a population, where individual δ13C values were highly variable.
Lionfish from spring-deep sites showed a wide range of δ15N values as well, suggesting that they
consume a range of prey at high and low trophic levels. This group constituted a larger portion of
total samples (29 of 74), and perhaps this larger sample size better captures the range of
individual diets. Individual lionfish were more specialized in diet than native snapper species in
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the Bahamas, possibly the result of high lionfish site fidelity and the dominant prey species at
that site (Layman and Allgeier 2012). We expected smaller ranges with deeper fish to reflect the
decreasing prey species richness associated with increasing depth (Asher et al. 2016; Kahgn et al.
2010), but it appears we have captured a range of specialized diets for individual fish that was
not reflected in the other single-day collections used in this study. While both deep and shallow
spring lionfish appeared to have more specialized individuals present, there was no difference in
diet diversity between depths based on niche metrics.
While the pairwise niche overlap comparison did not indicate significant overlap between
overall niche areas, further analysis did show that for several individual season-depth groups
overlap was significant. The spring-deep ellipse overlapped >60% of the fall-deep, fall-shallow,
and spring-shallow ellipses. The spring-deep ellipse itself was much larger than the other
ellipses, as discussed above. Lionfish trophic niches are likely more specific to the site from
which the fish is collected than the specific season or depth.
This work does not support an ontogenetic shifts in lionfish diet to more fish prey, however
which could be the result of a narrow range of lionfish lengths (Peake et al. 2018, Sancho et al.
2018, Morris and Akins 2009). Otolith information could be used to further investigate an effect
of age on lionfish diet, perhaps at a better resolution.
This study used stomach content and stable isotope analysis to further describe invasive
lionfish diet in the Florida Keys. Lionfish are eating a range of teleosts and decapod species,
including those of economic importance. Stable isotope data appears to confirm that lionfish
exhibit individual specialization. Deeper lionfish are eating at a higher trophic level than shallow
fish, and combined with the stomach content data, it appears that deeper lionfish are eating more
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teleost prey. Understanding lionfish diet on a local scale and across environmental gradients is
useful for assessing the environmental impacts and managing this invasive species.
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Chapter 3. Habitat Modeling for Invasive Lionfish in the Gulf of Mexico
Using a Bioenergetics-Based Growth Model
3.1. Introduction
Understanding habitat quality spatially and temporally is important to predict a species's
distribution. In marine systems, studying and predicting preferred habitat is important for
management. It can inform a range of topics, including how species will respond to climate
change (Beaugrand 2009), which habitat is preferred by protected species (Lagasse et al. 2015),
the impact and future distribution of invasive species (Marras et al. 2015; Evangelista et al.
2016), and establishment of fisheries objectives (Hinz et al. 2003; Le Pape et al. 2014; Cogan et
al. 2009).
Fish growth can be used to identify important habitats for species (reviewed by Able
1999). It assumes that healthier fish grow larger and faster due to more favorable abiotic and
biotic conditions (Brandt et al. 1992; Able 1999; Searcy et al. 2007). Using spatially explicit
models, we can estimate the growth of a species based on environmental conditions (Brandt and
Mason 2003; Brandt et al. 1992). The Growth Rate Potential (GRP) is one such modeling
framework that measures the growth of a fish in the given physical and biological conditions. It
is specific to each species and the size of the fish. This allows us to estimate suitable habitat
based on the physiological requirements of a species. When coupled with environmental
conditions on a spatial grid, the temperature, dissolved oxygen, and prey density values can be
used to calculate the growth of a fish in that area using bioenergetics and, when available,
foraging models (Brandt et al. 1992). The output from such modeling can be used to explore how
environmental changes like warming, hypoxia, and other disturbances will affect fish habitat
quantity and quality.
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GRP modeling has been applied to predict potential habitat for invasive species. In the
Great Lakes, bioenergetic modeling has informed when and where invasive big-headed and
Asian carp populations could inhabit (Anderson et al. 2015; Cooke and Hill 2010). In particular,
GRP modeling can be especially useful for locating cryptic invasive species or those in hard-toreach habitats. This modeling could inform hotspots for invasive species growth and serve as a
tool to inform removal or monitoring efforts. One such invasive that may benefit from the
application of GRP techniques is the invasive lionfish.
Invasive lionfish (Pterois volitans and Pterois miles) were first seen in the southern Gulf
of Mexico (GOM) in 2009 (Aguilar-Perera et al. 2010). Since their establishment, their
population has expanded throughout the GOM. Lionfish are habitat generalists and can survive at
a range of depths and temperatures. They have been found in their invaded range on natural and
artificial reefs, mangrove habitats, seagrass beds, mud flats, estuaries, and artificial structures
such as oil rigs, shipwrecks, and debris (Cure et al. 2014; Schofield et al. 2014). Lionfish have a
broad thermal tolerance (14°C to 32.5°C; Cerino et al. 2013), and therefore can occupy a range
of depths, from 1 m to over 300 m (Gress et al. 2017).
Throughout their invaded range lionfish are typically associated with complex structures
or regions with high rugosity (de Leon 2013; Jud and Layman 2012; Jud 2011; Hunt et al. 2019),
with few exceptions (Anton et al. 2014; Cure et al. 2014). Structured habitat may facilitate
recruitment and colonization in hard-bottom habitats and seagrass beds (Smith and Shurin 2010).
In the GOM, there are several types of structured bottom habitat present that could serve as
lionfish habitat. Natural coral reefs occur at both deep and shallow depths in the GOM, although
most are found in the eastern region (Gil-Agudelo et al. 2020). All the Gulf States implement
artificial reef programs to increase reef habitat, either by deploying new structures or reutilizing
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existing ones, such as oil rigs. Lionfish have been observed at all of these habitats, sometimes at
very high densities (Schofield et al. 2014; Dahl and Patterson 2014). A habitat quality model for
lionfish should take into account the spatial distribution of such structures.
Currently, lionfish populations are largely controlled by shallow culling with sling or
pole spears. Often this is carried out by recreational divers with 30 m depth limits unless
additional certification is obtained. There is growing evidence that lionfish control efforts
through shallow culling programs may be undermined by deeper lionfish populations (AndradiBrown et al. 2017a; Andradi-Brown et al. 2017b; Johnston and Bernard 2017). Lionfish at depths
greater than 30 m are reported to be larger and more fecund (Andradi-Brown et al. 2017a;
Andradi-Brown et al. 2017b; Switzer et al. 2015). These uncontrolled deeper lionfish have the
potential to repopulate culled shallow sites (Johnston and Bernard 2017). Deeper mesophotic
reefs often act as refugia for corals and other reef species, to which the presence of lionfish could
threaten (Slattery et al. 2011). Habitat modeling could help inform which deep regions are most
likely to be impacted by lionfish.
In addition to differences in size and fecundity between depths, lionfish diet may vary
along a depth gradient (Lesser and Slattery 2011; Eddy et al. 2016), with deeper fish consuming
more teleost prey in the Florida Keys (Chapter 2). Diet can impact fish condition, with
implications for caloric density (Bureau et al. 2002). Bioenergetic models are particularly
sensitive to changes in energy density, both that of predator and prey (Beauchamp et al. 1989;
Cerino et al. 2013).
In this study, we used a bioenergetics-based GRP model to investigate potential lionfish
habitat in the GOM based on lionfish physiology, diet, and environmental conditions. By
modifying an existing bioenergetic model for lionfish developed by Cerino et al. (2013), this
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study used measurements of bottom temperature to estimate the growth rate potential of lionfish
in areas where they are likely to be found: near structures such as reefs, wrecks, and oil
platforms. Season and regional difference in potential lionfish habitat were also compared, as
these may have implications for management decisions. We also examined potential differences
in the energy density of both lionfish and prey in shallow and deep environments and
incorporated this information in the bioenergetics model. Finally, we mapped locations of
potentially high lionfish growth that can be used to establish lionfish monitoring and removal
programs.

3.2. Methods
3.2.1. Calorimetry
Before building a bioenergetics-based GRP model for invasive lionfish, energy density of
lionfish from deep and shallow reefs was determined using bomb calorimetry. Thirty-eight
lionfish samples from the Florida Keys were used in this study. Samples were obtained from
spearfishers and the Florida Wildlife Conservation Commission. Nine samples were collected in
September 2018 and twenty-eight samples were collected in April-June 2019. Of these spring
samples, 12 were captured using passive traps. The other 25 fish were captured using pole
spears. Eighteen samples were collected from sites shallower than 30 m, and nineteen sites were
deeper than 30 m. A map of site locations can be seen in Figure 1 in Chapter 1.
Lionfish were frozen and stored until dissection. Standard length, mass, gonad mass, and
sex were recorded for each fish. A full description of these data can be found in Chapter 1. A
small portion of muscle tissue below the posterior to the dorsal fin was collected for energy
density analysis and refrozen until processed.
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Muscle tissue was thawed and dried for at least 48 hours at 60° C. It was then ground into
a powder using a mortar and pestle, which was cleaned with ethanol and lint free wipes in
between samples. Samples were not compressed into pellets, as adequate combustion was
obtained from the powder. Samples were weighed to 0.0001 g, and although 0.6 g was the
desired amount for each combustion, sample mass ranged from 0.1388 to 0.9458 g, with a mean
of 0.5845 g.
Caloric density was measured using a Paar Instrument 1341 Plain Jacket Calorimeter.
Benzoic acid tablets were used to calibrate the calorimeter at regular intervals throughout the
trials. Recordings were corrected for nitric acid formation according to procedures in the manual,
but preliminary analysis showed that sulfur content was negligible and therefore measurements
were not corrected for sulfuric acid formation. Final data were converted from calories per gram
to kilojoules per gram (kJ/G) and QA/QC was completed by using linear regressions and
Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) tests of energy density as a function of sample mass, operator,
and date of analysis. There were no significant effects (p < 0.05) of mass of sample combusted,
operator, or date of analysis on measured caloric density.
3.2.2. Calorimetry data analysis
Bomb calorimetry data was checked for normality using a Shapiro-Wilks normality test.
A gamma regression was used as the data contains only positive values and this produced a
better fit than a normal distribution when assessing the residuals. Preliminary analysis showed
that no interactive effects were significant, and none were included in the final model. The model
included the additive effects of fish sex (3 levels: female, male, undetermined), season of
collection (2 levels: fall and spring), the depth at which the fish was collected as factors (2 levels:
deep > 30 m and shallow < 30 m), and fish standard length (mm) as independent variables, and
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energy density as the dependent variable. After residuals were checked for homoscedasticity, a
three-way ANOVA was used to compare effects. P- and F-values were reported.
To test the relationship between reproductive capabilities and energy density of muscle
tissue, a Spearman correlation was used. While we would not expect causality between the GSI
and energy density, we might expect a correlation between the two. Correlation coefficients
(rho) and p-values were reported.
3.2.3. Model Input Data
The area of study includes the entire GOM, the North Caribbean Sea, and a small part of
the western Atlantic, from 98.0 W° to 75.0 W° longitude and from 15.0 N° and 35.0 N° latitudes.
Temperature data on a 1/10° grid was collected through the NOAA Gulf Region Climatology
website (Boyer et al. 2011). The data was originally collected by the World Ocean Database
using 2,300,610 profiles between 1772 and 2008. Months were pooled into seasons according to
the following: winter (January-March), spring (April-June), summer (July-September), and fall
(October-December). We assumed that temperature was constant for the entire cell and
characteristic of that season. Bathymetry was collected from the mean values of the grid square
of the ETOPO1 Arc-Min Global Relief model (Amante and Eakins 2009).
To identify potential structures with the rugosity needed for lionfish, locations of natural
reefs, artificial reefs, oil platforms, shipwrecks, and other obstructions were identified in the
GOM. Natural reefs were estimated using the University of Colorado at Boulder’s dbSeabed
information integration system for marine substrates (Buczkowski et al. 2006). It contains
gridded bottom type data for six bottom types: carbonate, gravel, mud, oyster beds, rock, and
sand from 377,000 observations. In this case, areas with 20% percent cover of rock or greater
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were used to estimate coral reef coverage. The boundaries of these reefs were mapped as a
polygon shapefile.
Other structures were gathered from various sources and combined into a database.
Artificial reef data were collected from the following state agencies: Texas Parks and Wildlife,
Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission, Alabama Marine Resources Division,
Louisiana Department of Wildlife and Fisheries, and Mississippi Marine Resources Division.
The data contained the latitude and longitude, site name, depth, and deployment date. Records of
oil rigs and platforms in the GOM are managed by The Bureau of Ocean Energy Management
(BOEM) and available publicly. These include information on the platform type, location, depth,
installation and removal date. The Coast Survey's Automated Wreck and Obstruction
Information System (AWOIS) was used to collect records on structural features in the GOM that
included latitude, longitude, and brief historic and descriptive details. Any structure that could
pose a barrier to navigation is included in the AWOIS database, including wrecks, rocks, and
other miscellaneous objects.
The final structured habitat database contained 306 natural reef polygons, 5,970 artificial
reef locations, 7,304 oil platforms, and 17,679 shipwrecks and obstructions (Figure 3.1). Bottom
temperature and bathymetry data were extracted at each of the points or polygons in the
structured habitat database. The input for the GRP model was bottom water temperature at the
location of each structure in the GOM.
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Figure 3.1. Map of natural and artificial structured habitats off the coast of the United
States in the Gulf of Mexico.

The bioenergetic model for lionfish developed by Cerino et. al (2013) was used to
compute the GRP. GRP is calculated according to Equation 1:
GRP = (C - (R + S + F + U)) * (EDprey / EDpred)
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(1)

Where C is consumption, R is respiration, S is specific dynamic action, F is egestion, U is
excretion, EDprey is energy density of the prey species, and EDpred is energy density of the
predator, in this case lionfish. All parameters and variables for the bioenergetic model can be
seen in Table 3.1.
The mean energy density that was calculated from the lionfish samples was used for
EDpred. Prey energy density for benthic fish and shrimp were obtained from Campbell et al.
(2011). Results in Chapter 2 show that deeper lionfish eat at a higher trophic level and tend to eat
more teleost species. For sites < 30 m depth, the energy density for shrimp was used (3260.6
J/g), and for sites > 30 m depth the energy density for benthic fish was used (4142.4 J/g).
Due to the relatively small sample size and limited collection area of lionfish lengths and
weights reported in Chapter 1, literature values were used to parameterize the model. A study
using over 2,400 lionfish from the GOM estimated a mean age of 1.4 years (Fogg et al. 2019).
The total length was calculated using this age with the corresponding von Bertalanffy growth
curve, then weight was calculated using the published weight-length relationships (Fogg et al.
2018). The final result was a total length of 253.9 mm and weight of 254.5 g. This represents fish
of both sexes and is specific to lionfish collected within the GOM.
Temperature was selected as the main driver of the bioenergetics model. Dissolved
oxygen was assumed to be at optimal levels for growth, and consumption in the model was not
limited by prey density. GRP was only calculated at specific locations in the structured habitat
database. The output GRP, grams of lionfish muscle growth per day per fish, was used to
identify areas of high lionfish growth potential, and therefore high habitat quality.
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Table 3.1. Bioenergetic parameters and variables used. All values are from Cerino et al. (2013)
with the exception of EDpreyD and EDpreyS, which are from Campbell et al. (2011), and Edpred
which was estimated in this chapter.
Symbol

Description

Value

EDpreyD

Energy density of deep prey

4142.4 J∙g-1

EDpreyS

Energy density of shallow prey

3260.6 J∙g-1

Edpred

Energy density of lionfish muscle tissue

35500

J∙g-1

CA

Intercept for a 1 g fish at CTO

0.603

g∙ g-1∙ day-1

CB

Coefficient for mass dependence

-0.46

-

CQ

Q10 value for consumption

4

-

CTO

Optimum temperature for consumption

29.8

°C

CTM

Max temperature for consumption

34.5

°C

RA

Intercept for a 1 g fish at RTO

0.0085 g O2 ∙ g-1∙ day-1

RB

Slope of allometric respiration function

-0.28

-

RQ

Q10 value for respiration

2.33

-

RTO

Optimum temperature for respiration

32

°C

RTM

Max temperature for respiration

34.5

°C

ACT

Activity multiplier

1.8

-

SDA

Specific Dynamic Action coefficient

0.2

-

FA

Proportion of food consumed egested

0.2

-

UA

proportion of food consumed excreted

0.06

-

Wpred

Lionfish mass

254.5

g

Lpred

Lionfish total length

253.9

mm
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Unit

3.2.4. Statistical Analysis of Model Outputs
The model calculated GRP values for each site for each of the four seasons. Spatial
patterns in GRP were examined by dividing the GOM into five regions: “west” (-97.72° W to 95.00° W and 25.00° N to 30.00° N), “west central” (-95.00° W to -92.25° W and 26.00° N to
30.00° N), “east central” (-92.25° W to -88.00° W and 27.96° N to 31.00° N), “northeast” (88.00° W to -82.50° W and 27.96° N to 31.00° N), and “southeast” (-85.00° W to -80.152° W
and 24.25° N to 27.96° N), as seen in Figure 3.2. These regions were based on the three
biogeographical criteria identified by Back and Odaya (2001), and the “central” region was
further divided due to the high concentration of habitat in the region. GRP estimates for points
outside of these designated regions (e.g. on the east coast of Florida) were not used in this
analysis.
A linear regression was constructed with square-root-transformed GRP as the dependent
variable and season and region as independent variables. A square root transformation improved
the fit of the data according to visual assessment of the qqplot and interactive effects were not
significant in the full model, so they were not included in the final model. A two-way ANOVA
was used to compare effects with a Type II sum of squares. P and F-values were reported, and
residuals assessed for homoscedasticity visually. Tukey’s Honest Significant Difference (Tukey
HSD) test was used to identify significant differences in factor groups based on ANOVA results.
An alpha value < 0.05 was considered significant. All analyses were performed in R, the “car”
package was used for the ANOVA analysis, and “agricolae” was used for the Tukey HSD
analysis (R Core Team 2020; Fox 2019; De Mendiburu 2020).
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The graphical results of the model output were compared visually to a map of reported
lionfish sightings from United State Geological Survey (USGS) Nonindigenous Aquatic Species
(NAS) database (USGS 2020).

Figure 3.2. Gulf of Mexico regions identified for this study with fall bottom temperatures
in °C.
3.3. Results
3.3.1. Energy Density
The mean energy density of all muscle samples was 35.69 ± 0.50 kJ/g. The data was not
normally distributed according to the Shapiro-Wilks normality test (p= 0.001). Log, square root,
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cubed root, and double square root transformations were used on the calorimetry data in all
models but did not greatly improve the heteroscedasticity of the residuals. Therefore, no
transformations were used in final models. Summer lionfish had lower muscle caloric density
than fall lionfish (p = 0.04). No other effects (depth, sex, or length) had a significant impact on
lionfish caloric density (Table 3.2). The Spearman correlation revealed a positive coefficient
correlation of 0.40 between the GSI values and caloric density (rho= 0.40, p= 0.10, Figure 3.3).

Table 3.2. Gamma regression model output of depth, season, sex, length (mm) on lionfish
muscle caloric density. Intercept represents female fish at shallow depths in the fall.
Estimate
Std. Error
t-value
Pr(>t)
Intercept

9.06

0.09

98.98

<0.0001

Deep (>30 m)

-0.04

0.03

-1.44

0.16

Summer

-0.08

0.04

-2.12

0.04

Male

0.05

0.04

1.27

0.21

Undetermined sex

0.05

0.05

0.90

0.37

Length

0.00

0.00

0.57

0.58
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Figure 3.3. Correlation between female lionfish GSI values and caloric density with 95%
confidence intervals (rho= 0.40, p= 0.10).

3.3.2. Model Output
Our model successfully calculated a total of 168,874 GRP values for four seasons on each of
the identified sites of structure lionfish habitat (Figure 3.4). GRP values ranged from 6.14 ⨯ 10-5
g ∙g-1 ∙day-1 to 5.35 ⨯ 10-4 g ∙g-1 ∙day-1 with a mean of 4.65 ⨯ 10-4 g ∙g-1 ∙day-1. There were no
negative GRP values. Generally, all seasons had higher GRP values in deeper habitat. The
majority of the identified structures lie in the west central and east central regions on the
continental shelf.
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Figure 3.4. Lionfish GRP values (mg ∙g-1 ∙day-1, lower gradient) estimated at each identified
structured habitat for four seasons; bottom temperature is in heat colors (right gradient, °C).

Region had a significant effect on lionfish GRP values (F4, 63496= 2564.59, p < 0.0001).
Season did not have a significant effect on GRP (F3, 63496= 0.48, p = 0.70). The mean GRP values
for each region can be seen in Figure 3.5. The southeast region had the largest mean GRP (4.85
⨯ 10-4 ± 0.003 g ∙g-1 ∙day-1) and northeast had the smallest mean GRP (3.92 ⨯ 10-4 ± 0.003 g ∙g-1
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∙day-1). The west-central and east-central had similar mean GRP values (4.71 ⨯ 10-4 ± 0.003 g ∙g1

∙day-1 and 4.70 ⨯ 10-4 ± 0.003 g ∙g-1 ∙day-1, respectively), and the mean GRP of the western

region was 4.51 ⨯ 10-4 (± 0.002) g ∙g-1 ∙day-1. The post-hoc Tukey HSD test revealed all regions
were significantly different from each other, with the exception of west central and east central.
A comparison of model output GRP values to recorded lionfish sightings can be seen in
Figure 3.6. While the model appears to have captured the lionfish observed nearshore off of
central Florida and the offshore observations near Louisiana, it tended to overpredict the
potential habitat off the coast of Texas, particularly in south Texas. It also appears that potential
habitat is missing west of central Florida.

Figure 3.5. Growth Rate Potentials for lionfish by region in the Gulf of Mexico, with
Tukey HSD significance groupings.
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USGS Survey

Figure 3.6. USGS reported lionfish sightings in the Gulf of Mexico (top) and model GRP
output values (mg ∙g-1 ∙day-1) at identified lionfish habitat (bottom, fall season).
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3.4. Discussion
3.4.1. Bomb Calorimetry
The calorimetry results found that fish size, sex, depth, and season did not have a significant
effect on the caloric density of lionfish muscle tissues. There was a weak correlation between
female GSI values and caloric density, which is unexpected given that other reef fish use muscle
tissue lipid reserves for gonad development (Jorgensen et al. 1997; Craig et al. 2000;
Schwartzkopf and Cowan 2016). It is possible that lionfish experience longer lag times between
GSI increase and caloric density decrease, or that lionfish use energy stores from other tissues,
such as the liver, for spawning and higher muscle energy density confers higher reproductive
fitness. In an invasive freshwater fish, Cichla kelberi, somatic energy stores in the muscle
increased before and after the reproductive period (Espinola et al. 2012). Further sampling is
needed, however, to draw any firm conclusions as the correlation was weak.
Notably, since lionfish energetic density was not dependent on fish length, the original
bioenergetic model may consider amending the EDpred parameter (Cerino et al. 2013). It is
currently described as a function of fish weight. If anything, these results indicate that connecting
the caloric density to GSI values or reproductive stage may yield a more accurate estimate. Other
studies have found no correlation between fish length and caloric density (Gracia et al. 2010), or
minimal correlation (Burril et al. 2018). It is worth noting, as discussed in Chapter 1, the lionfish
sampled represented a relatively narrow range of lengths and few small fish were analyzed.
Other fish species did exhibit seasonal trends in caloric density. Red snappers and red drum
exhibit temporal variation on caloric density of muscle tissues due to seasonal spawning
(Schwartzkopf and Cowan 2016; Craig et al. 2000). Energy reserves can decrease before and
during spawning (Bulow et al. 1978). Perhaps because lionfish in the southeast GOM exhibit
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year-round asynchronous spawning, these seasonal trends in muscle energy reserves are less
pronounced (Fogg et al. 2017). Year-round samples of lionfish muscle tissue would be needed to
further explore this trend.
In this sampling of lionfish muscle tissue from the Florida Keys, there were no differences in
the muscle energy reserves of deep and shallow lionfish. Energy reserves can increase with
increased feeding rates and fat storage (Bureau et al. 2002). These results may indicate that
despite the differences in diet composition indicated in Chapter 2, lionfish across depths are
feeding and storing fat at similar rates. An ontogenetic shift to deeper habitat could be driven by
habitat preference, as larger, heavier fish were found at deeper sites in Utila (Andradi-Brown et
al. 2017a). This is not reflected in the muscle tissue lipid reserves of this study. These
preliminary findings suggest that shallow lionfish are as fit as deeper lionfish, and perhaps
ontogenetic shifts are driven by other influences, such as fishing pressure at shallow sites or
density-dependent factors.
3.4.2. Model output
There were more structures on the continental shelf and near the coast than offshore. Oil
platforms only drill on the shelf, artificial reef programs typically focus on shallower (<100 m)
depths for maximum ecological and recreational outcomes, and shipwrecks and obstructions are
the result of anthropogenic activity and more likely to be located near the coast. Regionally,
there are differences in the type and quantity of structures. Notably, there are no oil platforms off
the coast of Florida, and the structures are most concentrated in the west central and east central
region. Florida has the most artificial reef habitat with over 3000 artificial reefs in the state,
although the reefs on the Atlantic coast of the state were excluded from this analysis. Texas, by
contrast, had the fewest artificial reefs with 92. Shipwrecks and obstructions were fairly evenly
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distributed throughout the regions. The majority of natural reefs were identified in the west
central and east central region; erroneously, there were no natural reefs found off the coast of
Florida.
Based on trends on the mapped GRP values (Figure 3), deep sites (>30 m) had larger GRP
values, which can be expected given the model assumption that deeper lionfish are eating more
teleosts which have larger energy density values. If these assumptions hold true, this indicates
that deep habitat could harbor large, fast growing lionfish populations. These differences are
likely overstated in this model, however, because although deeper lionfish may eat more teleosts,
it is unlikely their diet is entirely teleost prey. The same is true for shallow lionfish; it is unlikely
the fish are only eating decapod species. Prey energy density is the most sensitive parameter in
the lionfish bioenergetic model, so even small differences in diet composition could have
significant impacts on lionfish growth (Cerino et al. 2013). Further investigation into the prey
density and prey community composition at these sites could inform these findings and present
more exact growth estimates.
There were relatively small changes in the bottom water temperature during the four seasons
used in this model, and season did not have an impact on lionfish GRP results. The bottom water
in the GOM appears to be prime habitat for lionfish year-round, even in colder months. This is
unfortunate for the ecological health of the GOM, as colder winter months can prevent lionfish
colonization in other regions. Lionfish are sometimes found north of North Carolina in the
Atlantic, however a population is not established there due to the cold winter temperatures
(Schofield et al. 2009; Kimball et al. 2004).
The GRP values generated show ample habitat for lionfish to grow in the GOM, with some
regional variation. GRP values were highest in the southeast region, which includes southern and
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central Florida. This region includes the southern-most points included in the analysis and has
warmer water temperature compared to other regions. Additionally, lionfish established in south
Florida at least one year before they were seen in the GOM (Ruttenberg et al. 2012; Schofield
2010). The model has correctly identified this area as suitable habitat for lionfish growth. In
contrast, the adjacent northeast region had the lowest GRP values. Compared to the USGS data,
the model has captured the lack of growth in northern Florida, particularly on the eastern side of
the panhandle. While there is structured habitat located there, growth rates remain relatively low.
This is likely driven by lower water temperatures in the region. There are some areas of higher
growth, however, on the western side of the panhandle that are corroborated by USGS sightings
data. This area has many artificial reef habitat and perhaps other factors besides temperature,
such as high prey density, are driving high growth rates there.
The west central and east central regions, representing the coasts from approximately
Galveston, Texas to Mobile, Alabama, had statistically similar GRP values. This combined area
has the most identified habitat locations, as most of the oil operations occur in this region and
could harbor a large lionfish population. The USGS sightings data does indicate that lionfish
occur on habitat further offshore, whereas the model has estimated a larger area for potential
lionfish habitat. Several factors could influence this. Firstly, the model described here does not
account for salinity. While lionfish can tolerate very low salinities, it is more likely that habitats
with salinities greater than 30 ppt are preferable (Schofield et al. 2015; Evangelista et al. 2016;
Johnston and Purkins 2011). The salinity of this region is highly influenced by freshwater input
from the Mississippi river and has lower salinities. The discrepancy between the sparse USGS
sightings in the region and model predictions could also be explained by the difficulty of
accessing these locations. Substantially fewer divers dive in this region compared to Florida due
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to the difficult conditions, the frequently low visibility, and depth limitations. Most of the diving
in the region takes place on the Flower Garden Banks reef, near the edge of the shelf, which
matches the location of most USGS sightings in the area. Lionfish that have been observed on
the oil rigs in particular tend to be at or near the bottom of the structure, further increasing the
difficulty of assessing the population there (Pers. Comm.). Other studies have documented
deeper lionfish using trawl surveys, but that method is not possible on many of the structured
sites identified here (Schwitzer et al. 2015). Remotely operated vehicles (ROVs) could be used to
collect more accurate surveys of these sites.
The west region included much of the coast of Texas to the U.S.-Mexico border. The model
predicted higher lionfish growth at these sites than has been observed in the USGS database.
This discrepancy could also be attributed to observation bias described above, as these sites are
deep for recreational diving. The model has identified this as a potential location for further
monitoring.
Notably, these GRP values are for lionfish of total length of 253.9 mm and weight of 254.5 g.
Lionfish size can vary with depth, typically larger fish are found deeper (Andradi-Brown et al.
2017a; Switzer et al. 2015; Andradi-Brown et al. 2017b). Future models could select size class
based on the depth of the site to ensure more accurate results.
There is significant interest in controlling lionfish populations in the GOM. The GOM is
important economically and ecologically for many fish species. Commercial fisheries in the
GOM were worth an estimated $850 million in 2018, and 1.8 million recreational anglers visited
the GOM that year (NMFS 2020). Throughout their invasive range, lionfish can reduce native
fish biomass, recruitment, and competitiveness for resources (Green et al. 2012; Albins and
Hixon 2008; O’Farrell et al. 2015; Marshak et al. 2018; Bos et al. 2018; Raymond et al. 2015),
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with consequences for threatened species (Rocha et al. 2015; O’Farrell et al. 2014; Raymond et
al. 2015) and key commercial and recreational fish species (Chapter 2; Muñoz et al. 2011; Peake
et al. 2018). As a result, there is substantial interest in controlling local lionfish population size
and slowing the spread of this successful predator.
Lionfish are great candidates to use growth as a proxy for habitat preference, as their
distribution is not influenced by potential predators (Hackerott et al. 2013; Anton et al. 2014) and
they exhibit high site fidelity (Tamburello and Cote 2015; Jud and Layman 2012). Additionally,
this work can inform where culling should take place to yield the highest biomass removal.
Especially in sites that are hard to access, such as mesophotic sites, modeling can target areas
with higher probabilities of occupation to reduce resources needed to locate invasive lionfish.
This model made several assumptions that could impact the results. Firstly, it was assumed
that deeper lionfish are eating teleost species and shallow lionfish are eating shrimp species. As
discussed previously, these are likely exaggerated differences.
Another assumption was that salinity, dissolved oxygen, and prey density were all favorable
for growth. Salinity does vary throughout the GOM due to freshwater input, and while it may not
inhibit lionfish from inhabiting an area, its long-term physiological effects are unknown.
However, in one study testing the effects of salinities ranging from 5-34 ppt all experimental
lionfish increased mass, regardless of salinity. Dissolved oxygen levels in the GOM could impact
lionfish growth, as there are large, annual hypoxia events in GOM off the coast of Louisiana
(Rabalais et al. 2002). Prolonged exposure to hypoxic conditions has been shown to negatively
impact fish reproduction and growth, or even lead to mortality (reviewed by Wu 2002). The
model did not account for such effects.
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Prey density was also not considered in the model inputs, thus was considered to be optimal
for growth, nor were any foraging parameters used. The calculation of lionfish hunting ability,
including hunting ability under various environmental conditions such as reduced light at depth,
would provide a more accurate estimation of lionfish consumption and growth. A previous study
found that lionfish consumed more prey and attack rates were higher under white and blue lights
compared to red, although handling time did not vary between light treatments (South et al.
2017).
Finally, this study did not take into account any density dependent effects of lionfish habitat
selection, which previous studies have indicated that growth rates are lower at sites with high
lionfish density (Benkwitt 2013).
Temperature was the main environmental driver of growth in this model. While the
environmental and biological factors discussed above can influence lionfish growth, other studies
have associated lionfish growth and distribution with temperature. In study that sought to link
growth and habitat preference, water temperature explained 40% of variation in juvenile otolith
growth in Atlantic croaker, Micropogonias undulatus (Searcy et al. 2007). In Bermuda,
mesophotic lionfish distribution appears to be correlated to prey fish density and prey fish
biomass, both of which co-varied with seawater temperature (Goodbody-Gringley et al. 2019).
Some bioenergetic models model consumption solely based on growth (Bartell et al. 1986).
Future models could include the other factors discussed and compare whether these additions
improve model accuracy.
The bioenergetic model used in this study has several shortcomings, including the use
aquarium-raised lionfish from the Philippines and unrealistic, high-energy density prey (Cerino
et al. 2013). Mummichog (Fundulus hetericlitus) live in salt marshes, not marine reefs and
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structures where lionfish are found. Invasive lionfish likely grew from a small founding
population and are very similar genetically (Betancur et al. 2011), thus may vary from those
native fish kept in the aquarium trade. Additionally, a higher prey density has a large influence
on the final GRP output of the model. Realistic prey estimates, therefore, are extremely
important for useful results.
Overall, our model outputs provide useful insight into areas in the GOM where lionfish could
find suitable habitat. There are regional differences in potential habitat that are not reflected in
lionfish sightings, and seasonal temperature changes do not limit lionfish growth in the GOM. A
GRP model can be a useful tool to identify areas of lionfish growth and inform where
management efforts can be focused for removals, particularly for lionfish at depth. This model
could also be extended outside of the GOM to provide a management tool for the entirety of the
lionfish’s invaded range.
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Conclusion
Lionfish are well established in the Atlantic and remain of great ecological concern. Future
management directions are crucial to mitigating the damage of this invasive species, and
complete eradication remains impossible. Better understanding the impacts of current
management strategies, the trophic interactions of lionfish, and the preferred habitat of the fish
are essential to making effective, efficient, and informed decisions for lionfish control programs.
This study was concerned with lionfish across a depth gradient in particular. There is currently a
discrepancy between the area we are managing via spearfishing, and the actual depth tolerance
and distribution of invasive lionfish.
I found that lionfish size weakly increased with increasing depth and that shallow lionfish
had higher reproductive potential compared to deeper lionfish in the Florida Keys. Sex ratios
were female-biased in shallow sites. It appeared the shallow spearfishing pressure in the Keys
had begun to alter the population structure of this emerging fishery.
As to lionfish diet across depths, lionfish are eating a range of teleosts and decapod species,
including those of economic importance, and deeper lionfish are eating at a higher trophic level
than shallow fish. It was concluded that lionfish are eating more teleost at depth in the Florida
Keys, a finding with ecological implications in the region and beyond.
A bioenergetic-based growth model for lionfish in the Gulf of Mexico was developed using
the diet information gathered in this study. Prey energy density was modified to account for
deeper (>30 m) lionfish’s increased consumption of teleost prey compared to shallow
counterparts and bottom temperatures were used to calculate the growth rate potential (GRP) of
lionfish regionally and seasonally at the locations of potential structured habitat. There were
regional differences in potential habitat that are not reflected in recorded lionfish sightings.
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Seasonal temperature changes do not limit lionfish growth in the GOM, implying that winter
temperature do not significantly hinder lionfish invasion or growth in the GOM. A GRP model
can be a useful tool to identify areas of lionfish growth and inform where management efforts
can be focused for removals, particularly for lionfish at depth. These deep sites can be
logistically difficult to access and modeling provides a relatively cost-effective tool to assess
potential hot spots for growth and targeted removal efforts. This model could also be extended
outside of the GOM to provide a management tool for the entirety of the lionfish’s invaded
range.
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